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More information: Navigating the world’s fastest grid transformation

Context: Global power systems are facing a
once-in-a-century scale of transformation

3

Australia is tracking toward becoming the world’s most variable and
decentralised electricity system

Images: NEM Integrated System Plan 2022, AEMO
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Australia is tracking toward becoming the world’s most variable and
decentralised electricity system (cont’)

5

Modern power
systems are a
massively
complex
‘Network of
Structures’
20th century power systems were formally defined as ‘Ultra-Large Scale’ (ULS) complex systems. Increasingly variable,
dynamic and heterogenous 21st century power systems are becoming exponentially more complex.
Similar to the modernising aerospace sector before it, Systems Architecture disciplines are now required to make the
underlying complexity of the power system visible and tractable. This enables issues to be decomposed and navigated
more effectively by diverse technical and non-technical stakeholders.
Network of Structures concept developed by Pacific Northwest National Lab
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Expanding
sector coupling
will be integral
to enabling deep
decarbonisation
and a highly
flexible grid

Important: Significant complexity is intrinsic to a modern power system; the Systems Architecture disciplines simply make it visible and navigable. It is important to avoid a ‘shoot
the messenger’ response to surfacing the underlying complexity that is there because it is a critical first step in selecting the right tools to ‘tame’ and simplify the complexity.
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What is the ‘Architecture’ of any system (and why does it matter)?
Systems Architecture is the application of ‘Systems Thinking’ to the
transformation of complex systems.
The long established Systems Architecture discipline provides formal tools
for examining the elements and actors of any complex system, the
critical linkages and relationships between them, and the ‘emergent’

behaviours of the system that arise as these elements, actors,
linkages and relationships change over time.
Systems Architecture provides formal tools for interrogating the underlying structure(s)
of a system. This is critical because the structure (or ‘architecture’) of a system has a

disproportionate influence on what the system can efficiently and reliably perform.
8

CSIRO and AEMO have identified that Architecture is “central and
foundational” to underpinning Australia’s grid transformation.

Image: Australian research leadership in the Global Power System
Transformation, CSIRO & AEMO (March 2022)
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“The challenge lies in moving from slogans about
systems to meaningful methods to understand
complexity, facilitate individual and
organizational learning, and catalyze the
changes we need.”

John Sterman
Jay W. Forrester Professor of Management
Director, MIT System Dynamics Group

Every complex system created by humans has an
underpinning architecture: Familiar illustrations
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Illustration 1: UBER’s Ride Architecture
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Illustration 2: Enterprise IT Architecture
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Illustration 3a: Aerospace Architecture
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Illustration 3b: Aerospace ‘Roles & Responsibilities’ Outcomes

15

Why and how Systems Architecture disciplines are needed
to lead the transformation of complex power systems
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As we move toward a Net Zero future, we increasingly require new power system
functions that were almost inconceivable to its original architects

In this increasingly dynamic future, bulk energy, transmission and distribution systems – together with deep
demand-side flexibility – will need to function holistically to enable reliable and efficient operation, including
during periods where >100% of instantaneous demand is served by centralised and distributed VRE.
Image: IRENA System Operation Collection (2020)
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And, this once-in-a-century scale of change requires new tools designed
to navigate the ‘non-linearity’ of the transformation

Fit-for-purpose tools must enable the underlying structures (or ‘architecture’) of the transforming system to
be evaluated as they have a disproportionate influence on what the system can efficiently and reliably do.
Image: Engineering Framework – Interim Roadmap, AEMO, 2021. Adapted from A Gambit for Grid 2035 – A systemic look into the disruptive dynamics underway, Pacific Energy Institute, 2021
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The ‘Network of Structures’ underpinning modern power systems have evolved
over decades around a highly centralised, one-directional system

Important: In most jurisdictions that face large scale grid transformation, one of the first realisations is that no
single or agreed set of ‘whole-of-system’ structural diagrams of all layers of the ‘as-built’ grid exists.
Images: Development of a Transmission-Distribution Interoperability Framework, prepared by ICF for the
Independent Electricity System Operator, Ontario, Canada (2020)
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The ‘Network of Structures’ underpinning modern power systems have evolved
over decades around a highly centralised, one-directional system (Cont’)

The above illustrates the four ‘Functional Layers’ of a modern power system overlaid as inter-dependent
structures plus the industry and regulatory structures. This pre-existing complexity requires fit-for-purpose tools
to decompose, ‘tame’ and simplify as the basis for future enhancements and stakeholder collaboration.
Images: Development of a Transmission-Distribution Interoperability Framework, prepared by ICF for the Independent
Electricity System Operator, Ontario, Canada (2020) and Pacific Northwest National Lab (2021)
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Importantly, Systems Architecture tools enable the continuous application of both
present-forward and future-back thinking to navigate the transformation
Highly Flexible &
Hybridized NZE Grid

FUTURE-BACK

Legacy Centralised
Grid

PRESENT-FORWARD

What is Power Systems Architecture &
21st Century Operational Coordination

22

What is Power Systems Architecture (PSA)?
Power Systems Architecture is a generic term for an integrated set of disciplines that enable the strategic transformation of
legacy power systems to better meet changing policy and customer expectations together with their physics-based implications.
While many traditional models of change focus on discrete parts or components, the PSA discipline enables a holistic view of the
entire power system over 5, 10 and 20-year time horizons. Recognising that the legacy power system is an extremely complex
‘Network of Structures’, the PSA disciplines uniquely provide:
1. Whole-of-system insight that enables diverse stakeholders to collaboratively interrogate and map current, emerging and future
power system priorities, objectives and functions informed by a range of plausible future scenarios;
2. Evidence-based tools to navigate, analyse and shortlist key transformational options through the combined application of Systems
Architecture, Network Theory, Control Theory and Software Engineering complemented by Strategic Foresight and Energy
Economics disciplines; and;
3. Future-resilient decision making enabled by surfacing hidden structural constraints early that may otherwise drive future issues
such as computational constraints, latency cascading and cyber-security vulnerabilities, which provides assurance that new
investments are scalable and extensible under all plausible futures.
Most importantly, PSA expands rather than limits optionality. It enables architectural decision making based on agreed principles,
objective methodologies and detailed structural analysis. It gives priority to extensive collaboration with diverse stakeholders and
subject matter experts throughout to enhance trust, ensure high levels of alignment and support social license for change.
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Basic Logic for applying Power Systems Architecture disciplines
In the context where power systems are confronting a once-in-a-century scale of transformation:
1.

Every complex system’s architecture determines what that system can do (i.e. cyber-physical-economic constraints).

2. 20th century power system architectures were designed for a highly centralised, one-way delivery system involving
only a few hundred large, dispatchable energy resources.
3. 21st century power systems are becoming orders of magnitude more complex, dynamic and latency intolerant.
4. The legacy architecture was not designed to coordinate tens of millions of dynamic energy resources where up to
half of annual volume (GWh) is served from the polar opposite end of the system.
5. Individual technology trials and use cases are necessary but ultimately incapable of holistically addressing the
required architectural shifts that must be navigated over the next 5 – 10 – 20 years.
6. Additional methodologies and tools are needed to interrogate the complex cyber-physical-economic ‘Network of
Structures’ and create the context for deep multi-stakeholder collaboration on the future power system requirements.
7. Systems Architecture tools are key to identifying the minimal structural changes required to deliver the maximum
system benefits in a timely and robust manner.
24

EXAMPLE: Energy Storage is the ‘Swiss Army Knife’ of DERs but requires
structural enablers to unleash its full value stack

The full ‘value stack’ of system services that can be provided by customer-sited energy storage maps
across the bulk power, transmission and distribution systems
Image: https://www.swellenergy.com/utilities/
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From Hundreds to Millions of Resources: Advanced ‘Operational Coordination’
is critical for 21st century power system operations
The financial value of VRE / DER / Energy Storage services will vary significantly by time,
location and the extent to which coordinated value stacking* across the ‘vertical’ layers of
the power system is structurally achievable.
This is because the actual benefits provided to the power system by VRE / DER / Energy
Storage (and therefore their financial value) will be determined by what the system needs at
a given time and location which varies dynamically.
As such, the key to maximising the customer / financial value of DER / Energy Storage
services is the dynamic provision of following:
 the right physics-based service;
 at the right time; and,
 at the right location.

* Coordinated in a manner that avoids unintended negative impacts on a part of the system where a
beneficial service is provided to another part of the system.
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From Hundreds to Millions of Resources: Advanced ‘Operational Coordination’
is critical for 21st century power system operations (Cont’)
In our increasingly heterogenous power systems, the coordination of millions of diverse energy
resources (many of which will be privately owned assets) is orders of magnitude more complex
but absolutely essential.
Importantly, the stronger the temporal and spatial correlation between the dynamic needs of
the power system and the services provided by DER / Energy Storage, the greater both the
system benefits and the potential financial returns for participating DER owners.
A 21st century approach to Operational Coordination mechanisms is critical to strengthen this
temporal and spatial correlation across millions of participating resources and must include an
ensemble of technological control and economic incentivisation elements.
In this computationally demanding context, however, the structured consideration of legacy
architectural constraints becomes critical to avoid the emergence of computational ‘time walls’*
that may only become evident after pilot scale trials are complete.
* Where no amount of computing resource will be adequate to solve optimisation issues in a reasonable time.
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Examples of Priority Topics & Priority Actions that require
Power Systems Architecture disciplines
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PRIORITY TOPICS: Following are three example topics that cannot be addressed in an
evidence-based and future-resilient manner without formal System Architecture tools
In light of our work for CSIRO and AEMO on Power Systems Architecture, Strategen has been asked where and how Systems
Architecture disciplines might be applied to support the work plan of national initiatives, particularly in regard to the deep integration
of DERs. The following two slides provide a synopsis of priority topics (where) and priority actions (how) this may be applied.
1.

New System Functions. The detailed consideration of Distribution System Operator (DSO) models and TransmissionDistribution Interface (TDI) designs that provide maximum optionality and scalability across diverse customer technology,
System Operator, market design scenarios and transformative shifts.

2.

Evolving Roles & Responsibilities. Inextricably linked to the above, the consideration of evolving sector Roles &
Responsibilities from a ‘whole-of-system’ perspective. For this consideration to be future-resilient and evidence-based, however,
it must be include substantive and detailed analysis of how the System Operator, Retailers, Aggregators, Transmission
Networks, Distribution Networks / DSOs will need to function differently in relation to each other as we move toward the
increasingly plausible AEMO Step Change environment.

3.

Operational Coordination & Solution Scalability¹. The detailed consideration of the Operational Coordination models required
for the reliable, resilient and cost-efficient operation of the NEM as it moves toward tens of millions of participating energy
resources. Beyond the many important technology trials, Systems Architecture-based analysis is foundational to determining
the end-to-end structural relationships for ensuring innovations such as digital market platforms and Dynamic Operating
Envelopes (DOE) are scalable across millions of participants. Absent detailed structural analysis, such computational scalability
considerations cannot be established by employing trial volume insights alone.
29

PRIORITY ACTIONS: Example immediate practical applications of Systems
Architecture disciplines for building stakeholder alignment and forward-momentum
While a comprehensive treatment of the many high-value applications of formal Systems Architecture disciplines to Australia’s
transformative change processes is beyond the scope of this presentation, following are three priority action examples.
1.

Current NEM Reference Architecture¹. Access and develop structural mapping of how the end-to-end NEM actually
functions in its as-built state (i.e. as per the Network of Structures model set out earlier). Undertake targeted workshopping
with stakeholders to refine, validate and foster collective ownership. This process is critical for providing an evidence-base
to evaluate current and future shifts to Roles & Responsibilities and new functions.

2.

Step Change NEM Reference Architecture. Access and develop structural mapping of what will be required for the NEM to
function reliably, resiliently and cost-efficiently as it moves toward a Step Change environment (again, as per the Network of
Structures model above). Undertake targeted workshopping with stakeholders to refine, validate and foster collective
ownership. This process is critical to providing any basis for evaluating whether changes considered will be future-resilient
(i.e. scalable and extensible), for example, to the Step Change environment.

3.

Identify & Agree Transitionary Steps. Utilising the current and plausible future state perspectives developed via application
of formal Systems Architecture tools, map how the interfaces between the System Operator, Retailers, Aggregators,
Transmission Networks, Distribution Networks / DSOs and customer technologies will need to evolve and mature over time.
This will provide profound collective insights into, and greater agreement on, the most defensible intermediate steps
required to progressively transition in a manner that avoids costly rework and/or stranded investments.
30

Navigating in ‘TUNA’ Context Requires a New Quality &
Efficiency of Multi-stakeholder Participation

31

Navigating a ‘TUNA’ context* requires a new level of stakeholder participation to
leverage the wisdom of the crowd

+Tubulent
+Uncertain
+Novel / Non-linear
+Ambiguous

* The TUNA concept was developed by the Oxford Scenarios Programme, Oxford University
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Systems Architecture disciplines ‘tame’ and simplify complexity to enable
more meaningful and efficient stakeholder engagement

A significant proportion of contested
matters can be simplified and
materially advanced through the
structural and cyber-physical
insights provided by Systems
Architecture.

This significantly reduces the
volume of matters that must be
navigated through complex,
contested and often highly
subjective negotiations

33

“Thinking about the future is a
collaborative and highly communal
affair. It requires a diversity of views.
We need to involve experts from
many different domains...”
Marina Gorbis
Executive Director of the
Institute for the Future.

Thank You
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MARK PATERSON
Managing Director – Australia
Lead Systems Architect
Mark Paterson is a globally-respected energy system transformation leader with over 25-years of
experience in power systems, applied science, systems architecture and thermal and fluid systems. Mark
is known for his expertise in leading the navigation of complex and contested issues, systems thinking and
the co-design of transformation pathways that foster social license and deliver future-resilient outcomes.
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Mark’s theoretically robust but pragmatic approach is grounded in his origins in electro-mechanical
technologies together with Engineering, Business and Master of Enterprise qualifications. Mark has been
formally trained in Systems Architecture & Engineering disciplines at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and Power Systems Architecture methodologies developed under US Department of
Energy’s Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortia (GMLC).
Working with strategic clients, Mark leverages his experience leading several national energy system
transformation projects and technology innovation firsts. At CSIRO, Australia’s national science agency, he
chaired the Future Grid Forum and directed the Electricity Network Transformation Roadmap program At
Horizon Power and Energex he led technology innovations for deploying new energy technologies in
large meshed networks, regional microgrids and remote off-grid applications.
Internationally, he is a Fellow of the Pacific Energy Institute (PEI), contributing author for the IEEE Power &
Energy Society, an invited Associate of the US Department of Energy’s GridWise Architecture Council
(GWAC) and an expert contributor to Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) grid resilience activities.

+++++++++
Email: mpaterson@strategen.com
Mobile: +61 459 841 006

Your Partner in the Energy Transition
Five key capabilities for accelerating energy system,
organisational and technological change:

+ Energy System Futures
+ Impact & Growth Strategy
+ Regulatory & Tariff Strategy
+ Technology & Transition Pathways
+ Multi-Stakeholder Engagement

More Information: www.strategen.com
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Strategen clients: Leaders of the global energy transition
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